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The research of the Russian issue in academic level has a great importance. The Putin-term Russian economy is in 

advance, and it reminds of the great economy of the old Soviet Union. For that reason, Putin was given the nickname 

of the new Russian Tsar. Putin is well-liked by the Russian citizens; as a person he is liked by a vast majority of the 

Russian population. Putin is indepted his great personality both to the successes achived from the Chechen War and 

to the numerous successes he has achieved in the economic stabilization since he undertook the management of 

Russia. It is true that today Russia has no enough political and economical power to maintain the bipolar world as 

Russia has an economy of smaller than the one-tenth of the US economy. Nonetheless, Russia is still the second 

super power of the world as she has nuclear weapons and more than 20 satellites in the space. Russia, today, is a 

self-sufficient country in having the technology of launching her own satellites, and the very first inventors of the 

rocket technology are Russians. Today, Turkey has a lot to learn from Russia. Putin has been able to attract foreign 

capital. The removal of the bureaucratic obstacles affecting the foreigners can be an example to this. Today, Turkey 

chooses the way of selling of the lands to attract the foreign capital. I think the selling of the lands is not a sensible 

policy to attract foreign capital, and if the Russian model is adopted more efficient results can be obtained. 
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Introduction 
In this study, based on Russia issue, old and recent Russian history and geography were scanned. By 

examining the makers and agents of the general Russian Foreign Politics, how Russian President Vladimir 
Putin, beginning from his career life, has directed the Russian Foreign Politics was researched. The characters 
of Putin that differ him from the other Russian leaders, similar issues open to multilitarel and broad argument 
subjects like innovations that Putin has contributed to the Russian Foreign Politics were analysed. 

Social politics specialists and Russia specialists, name new period Russia arising out of the dissolving 
Soviets by dividing Russia in two in general, and New Russia in special. These are the first Yeltsin, and the 
second Putin periods. 
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These two leaders are no longer Soviet leaders; they became the presidents of Russia that was rated  
among the main big states. The characters of Putin that differ him from the other Soviet-Russian leaders and 
Putin’s different leadership features and the ways of doing characteristic foreign politics are discussed in a 
multiliteral way, by making new interpretions on the issue the unknown sides of this leader are tried to be 
revealed. 

The Russian Federation 
Russian Federation is approximately twice larger than USA in terms of acreage and it lies down from Ural 

Mountains to Moscow and vast forests of Siberia on the west and to Okhotsk Sea on the east. Boundary 
between European Russia and Siberia (Asia) is drawn by Ural Mountains and Manych Depression. Beginning 
from Northern Ocean, European Russia spreads over a region passing through Russian highlands and reaching 
the Black Sea, Northern Caucasia, and the Caspian Sea. 

According to the constitutional law, Russian Federation (RF) is formed of 21 autonomous republics with 
equal rights, 6 mega regions, 49 provinces, 2 federal cities, 1 autonomous region, and 10 autonomous districts. 
The country has a presidential system which is similar to presidential system of USA rather than France in 
terms of duties and authorities and which is superior to the powers of Legislation and Execution in fact. 

The Geography of Russia 
The Russian Federation is the largest country in the world in means of land size. It has an approximate 

17,075,000 squad kilometers land size. This very large country comprises a large part of Asia and some part of 
East Europe. There are 14 longitude zones between 30° west longitude and 170° east longitude and 4 circles of 
latitude between 0° and 45° north latitudes of the country. As the time is 00:00 in Europe, it is 11:00 a.m. in 
Bering Strait. 

When the natural features of the Russian Federation are researched, three important facts stand out; first of 
all, despite being the largest country of the world, 70% of its land is empty. Second, it is the continent country 
which has the longest maritime borderlines. Lastly, unlike other countries, it’s a country that has more forested 
and green bottom lands than mountainous terrain. 

If the Lena River in East Siberia is determined as intermediate line, the terrain in west and north of this 
line is effective terrain and most part of it is below 1,000 m. And the terrain in east and south of this line is 
rugged terrain and some part of it reaches to 6,000 m. Caucasus Mountains create a natural border with Georgia. 
The highest point of them is Elbrus Mountain at 5,630 m. 

Lands of East Europe are in a low upland form. The south part of this upland with Ural Mountains 
continues for approximately 5,000 km and other continuation of this low upland also reaches to Caucasus. Asia 
part of these large lands between Baltic Sea and Pacific Ocean is also in a wide upland form. South and east 
parts of the Asia lands are mountainous. Apart from Ural, Crimean and Kopet Dag Mountains are the most 
important mountains in the country. The northernmost parts are clad in tundra. Right below part of it, a forested 
line lies. Apart from lowlands, there are also marshlands and deserts in west and southwest areas. 

Rivers and lakes: It is very important that the springs and ranges of rivers are inside the borders of the 
country. The rivers that are in European lands are Volga, Don, Dnieper, and north Dvino. These rivers rise from 
the vicinity of Moscow and flow into four different seas. These seas are Baltic Sea, Black Sea, White Sea, and 
Caspian Sea. The rivers in Siberia area are Obi, Yenisey, and Lena. Each one of these three rivers is in a length 
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of approximately 3,000 km. Volga in South flows into Caspian Sea. Lena, Yenisey, Obi, and Volga Rivers cut 
the country from north to south and are four rivers that have the highest flow capacity. Other rivers are: Neman, 
Donets, Dniester, Pechora, Ussuri, Amur, and Angara. Amur River combines with Ussuri in Khabarovsk area. 
Angara is one of the two tributaries of Yenisey River. 

Seas-islands: The seas surrounding the Russian Federation are: Northerly; White Burrent, Black, Laptav, 
Siberia, Chukchi; easterly; Okhotsk and Japanese; southerly and southwesterly; Caspian, Azov, and Black Sea, 
northwesterly; Baltic Sea. Neither of these seas provides much benefit to the country. 

There is Tatar Strait between southeast part of the country and Sakhalin Island which is owned by the 
government. And there is Bering Strait between Alaska and Enurmino on the northeast. There are lots of large 
and small islands near the shores of the country. Among these islands, here are some big islands; Novaya 
Zemlya, Severnaya, New Siberia Islands, Chukchi and Sakhalin Island. 

Caspian Sea is 132 m below the sea level and a part of it is in the borders of the Russian Federation. The 
largest lake of the country is Aral. The other important lake of the country is Lake Baykal. 

Russian Federation is twice of the land of USA and it extends Moscow on the west and Okhotsk Sea on 
the east. The capital city was established in 1147. The city center is the Red Square where, on the one side of it, 
there is Kremlin which has thick red fortresses and 20 towers. 

St. Petersburg on the northwest of Moscow is famous for being cultural center and with its elegant 
buildings. The city is spread on 42 islands in the delta of Neva River. Broad boulevards, calm channels and 
bridges caused the city to be known as the “Venice of the North”. 

Glaciation in Siberia constitutes a handicap for economic development. Moreover, volcanoes and 
earthquakes in Kamchatka Peninsula may be considered as another problem. Environment problems, air 
pollution caused by industrialization and erosion in many parts are important problems. Similarly, rivers in the 
country are affected badly by the pollution. 

Forested lands are annihilated very fast. Some chemicals used on agriculture cause the efficiency of the 
soil to be removed. The problems caused by power plants that are operated by coal and infrastructure 
deficiency on transportation in some cities haven’t been overcome yet. Radioactive pollution may also be 
mentioned rarely. 

The Climate and the Natural Resources of Russia 
Russian Federation has continental climate in general which is excessively cold in winters, hot and dry in 

summers. Nevertheless not all the vast areas of Russia have the same climate. In this regard Russia can be 
separated to four climate areas. From North to South: Cold Tundra, Humid continental (Taiga), Desert, and 
Subtropical Climate Zones. 

Tundra Climate near the Arctic Zone has long, dry, and heavy winters. The summers are hot and quite 
short. One third of the forest areas in the world are located here. These forests cover the half of Russian areas. 
To the south tropical climate Zone begins. The weather temperature is much softer here. Crimea has 
Subtropical Climate. Desert areas which cover 18% of the country have dry Desert climate. 

As a result of the air flow from West to East, places near the Atlantic Ocean are under the effect of mild 
ocean climate. As oppose to this effect, the Pacific Coasts of the country are under the influence of freezing and 
snowy continental climate. For instance, in Siberia several kilometers away from the Pacific coasts, 
temperatures are approximately—50 degrees in January. 
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Russian Federation is one of the driest countries in the world. Nearly one fourth of country’s areas have 
approximately 500 mm precipitation. The amount of the rainfall varies from year to year. Climate has great 
differences, while in European Russia and the south has steppe climate, Tundra covers the North. 

Places near the Black Sea Region have a temperate climate in winters while in Siberia, frost and ice can 
occur. The Steppes has warm weather in summers, but in the Arctic Coasts freezing weather has been 
witnessed. Basic Land shapes are vast savannas in the west of Ural Mountains, huge forest areas and Tundras in 
Siberia, mountains on the south border. 

Russian Lands are rich in natural resources in many ways. However the climate conditions and the 
features of the ground raise some difficulties in mining. The most outstanding resources are oil, natural gas, 
coal, timber, and minerals which have strategic importance. 

Flora and Fauna: in Russia, the widest country in the world, flora can be seen to differentiate from north to 
south with strict limits. 164,000 km wide Tundras in the north coast constitute a climate zone. Under this zone 
are the forests which include trees with conifers 960-1,120 km wide from Baltic Sea to Pacific Ocean. These 
forests are called Taiga and include Pine, Fir, Spruce, Birch trees. The following zone is the Steppes. After that 
zone, there are mixed forests. With the effects of the climate conditions, from north to the south flora is 
increasingly getting weaker and becomes semiarid. 

Highlands have also many kinds of flora. Caucasus Mountains which form a boundary to Georgia, up to 
2,100 meters are covered with forests which are deciduous in winter season. As from that altitude, vast areas of 
meadows follow. 

The most common wild animal: polar foxes and reindeer in Tundra, badger, hyena, sable, grizzly bear in 
Taigas, wildcat, and skunk in the protected forest areas, leopard, tiger, and bear in the far east. In the desert 
areas, there are a rare donkey species and lynx jackal, gazelle, different kinds of birds, reptiles, and there are 
kinds of reptiles, gazelles in steppes. 

Mines: Russian Federation has rich mine resources. Russia, the second biggest coil manufacturer in the 
world has many coal reserves such as Kuzbass, Karaganda, Donbass, and Perchora. Iron, gold, mica, zinc, 
copper, graphite, aluminum, and diamond are the important mines of East Siberia and Gas oil in Volga-Ural 
region and Tyumen in Siberia. Furthermore there are natural gas resources in many parts of the country. All of 
these mines except for tin are sufficient for the country. 

Coat of Arms of Russia, Official State Language and Religion 
After the dissolution of Soviet Union, Russia has adopted the traditional-solemn model as the fundamental 

principle. It should not be forgotten that this arm of double-headed Byzantium eagle was also used as the 
official state symbol of the early and the late Tsardom of Russia, which was taken from the Orthodox 
Byzantine Empire in the 10th century, for a long time. With this step, Russia indicates that it still adopts 
traditionalism and the conservative state structure. 

Although USSR Period seems to be refusing the religion, the enforcement of atheism and the refusal of the 
religion are not exactly achieved. For instance, the religious activities have been carried out at the churches in 
Moscow, the capital city of Soviet Russia. Other Christian Orthodox originated individuals continue to live 
independently through their beliefs. 

Yet in some Tatar towns around Kuybyshev, Muslims are despised, Islam is tried to be humiliated and 
annihilated by changing over the mosques to piggery. Russian tyranny is not just limited to this, either. Other 
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Central Asia States are in the same condition as well. However, as required by the state policy, USSR tries to 
introduce it to other Western countries and the entire world as Russian people are founding an Atheist state and 
Atheism dominates throughout the country. 

Due to its constitution, the official language of Russian Federation is Russian. English, French, and 
German are partially spoken as well. Russian Federation is made up of 21 ethnic republics totally. The native 
language of the nation, which names the republic, is accepted as the official language of this republic according 
to the constitutions of these republics. Besides, a similar kind of practice also appears within 10 administrative 
structures based on ethnic identity. 

Additionally many ethnic minorities are given a right to have education in their native language. Yet in 
relation to population ratio, Turkish languages and dialects, notably Tatar language, are usual among the mostly 
spoken languages following Russian. Ethnic Dispersion: 81.5% Russian, 5% Jewish, 4% Azerbaijani, 3.8% 
Tatar, 3% Ukrainian, 1.2% Chuvash, 0.9% Bashkirs, 0.8% Belarusian, 0.7% Moldovan and others. Russian 
Orthodox Christians make up the majority. There are also Muslim, Buddhist, and Atheist minorities in the 
country. 

Population and social life. Nations: Russian Federation’s population is approximately 145,300,000. Its 
population is low when compared with its acreage. Density of population is around nine people and population 
growth is 1%. And 65% of population lives in the cities. Slavs constitute the high percent of the Russian 
Federation’s population and Russians constitute the most crowded part of the Slav group. 

Russians make up about 80% of the country’s total population. They live almost in every part of the 
country. Ukrainians, Belarus People, and Polish are the other existing Slav groups. Turks are the main one in 
the Non-Slav group. Turks are divided into various clans among themselves, too. Bashkirts, Chuvashs, 
Chechens, Yakuts, Tatars, Tuvashs are the Turkic clans which stayed in Russian lands after the Soviet Union 
disbanded. Tatars are originally Turk but they mingled into Russians and Ukrainians. Generally, they live in 
Volga region, Urals, and southwest Siberia. 

Languages: The languages spoken in the country originate from five roots. These are the Slav, Altaic, 
Indo-European, Ural, and Caucasian languages. Belarus people, Russians, Ukrainians, and Polish speak the 
Slav group languages. Turkish is the most important language of Altaic group. Turkish is spoken among the 
existing clans with some dialectical differences. 

Religions: Public in the Russian Federation is of the Orthodox sect of Christianity. While anti-religionism 
was common during the communist regime, public trended for religion thanks to the innovations made since 
1989. Rituals started to be performed independently. Most of the Turks are Muslims. 

Culture: Soviets’ cultural life changed a lot after the 1917 Revolution. Communism replaced the stardom. 
The principle of “Every way is legal” for the communist aim caused the civilization, morals and inwardness, 
humanity, welfare and happiness to be forgotten, brutalized the human and turned it into robot and machine. 
Annulling of the right of property directed the man, inclined to right of property by nature, to unwillingness and 
laziness. Arts and literature were very weak and some outstanding people and scientists were trying to escape 
from the country. Russian nations, deprived of the merits of science and inwardness, stayed far away from the 
humanity both physically and spiritually and their cultural and welfare level stayed low. 

Communist education, started after the communist revaluation, was made compulsory at schools. Literacy 
rate is 98% nowadays. Higher education facilities developed after 1970. Staffs which are powerful in 
theoretical sciences got rid of political pressure recently. 
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Technical Studies: Russian Federation is in a race with USA in space studies. Americans are very ahead of 
the Russians in space studies and travels to the moon. Many studies are executed in Russian Federation about 
atom. The first reactor was run in 1954 and its power was 5,000 kw. The country fell behind in technical fields 
during the last 10 years, and modernization movements were started as a result. 

Sport: Russian Federation is an important country in sports in the world. High expenditures are lavished 
for sports every year. Generally, football, volleyball, wrestling, and basketball are common. The symbol of the 
country is bear. 

Cities: Main big cities are Moscow, St. Petersburg, Gorki, Sverdlovsk, Novosibirsk, Kuybishev (Samara), 
and Sverdlovsk. Population of these cities are approximately over 1.5 million. The capital city is Moscow and 
Moscow’s heart is the Kremlin (it means a fortified place), built in 15th century. St. Petersburg is the industrial 
centre of the country. The other cities whose population is about one million are those: Çelyabinsk, Ersvon, 
Omsk, Perm, Ufa, Rostov, Volgograd. 

The history of Russia: Pre-revolution history of Russia and the USSR. In the 3rd century, Viking 
tribes coming from Scandinavian west to the South towards Europan Russia following the main waterways 
were tied up to Baltic and Black Sea. The first monarchic ting who achieved the kingdom until the invasion of 
mongol made Kiev the capital. The Empire of Mongol which had been spread Asia was divided into several 
groups or personal kingdoms. Russia was ruled under the kingdom of Altinordu Khanate. For the last two years 
Moscow had been the centre of Christian Orthodox Church and the state capital. 

In the late 15th century the prince of Moscow Ivan III invaded the important parts of Russia including the 
Republic of Novgorod in the North and thus founded out first national sovereignty. Later, his grandson Ivan IV 
enlarged the state towards the south and Siberia. Ivan was the one being in the state of wing the nickname 
“Czar” like the others. 

The political history of the period between 1500 and mid 17th century chracteristized the struggle between 
rich, strong, and roble land owners who were known as czars and boyars. The Russians Empire started to 
spread steadily towards south. The Caspian Sea and the south of Siberia. The first quarter 19th century, in the 
period of Czar I Alexander, the first steps directed towards the the destruction of system under which many 
people had been living were made. However this attempt caused Russia meet interruption by Napoleon’s 
invation to Russia. In 1812 Napoleon’s army was destroyed while receding from Moscow. The assistants of 
Alexander completed the spread which was towards Caucasia and agreement on division into effective areas of 
England and Middle Asia. In 1840s many parts of Siberia were not captured completely. It seemed that the 
temporary liberal cabinet which had the control was eliminated by Bolshevik stroke in September of the same 
year. Bolsheviks was the most rational branch of Social Democrat Party which was founded in 1898 and most 
of organized opposing which was arranged for regime intensified to that group. 

With the leadership of Vladimir Ivan Ulyanov mostly known as Lenin, they wanted to strengthen their 
position by providing the state control with land, industry, and money. Within two years Bolsheviks who got 
support from Europe and eliminated the military rebel of Right Wing Russian troops which wanted Czar 
Regime to be established again captured the control. 

In 1924, after Lenin’s death Josef Stalin stood for Lenin who went after the program which was applied by 
force of industrialization and agriculture. We can say that among most important features of that period were 
famine and withdrawing of groups. 
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In 1941 Russia was invaded by Germany despite signing a peace with Hitler in 1939 and that forced 
Russia to make a war. The army of Hitler as well, like Napolyon’s was eliminated in spite of in early 1950’s, 
and most of the destruction caused by war compensated for the big struggle of reconstruction. 

In that period Soviet Union became the world’s second power by exploding the first atomic bomb in 1949 
and supported cabinets which were under communist control in East Europe to form a buffer area. Regime’s 
sometimes entering crises caused Soviet Union to get into action twice. 

Russian’s known history starts with the Slavic tribes which entered into the lands of Russia from the east 
in 5th century. The first state of Russia was founded by Scandinavians in 9th century. The centre of state was 
Novgorod and Kiev. Later Russia started to be under control of Moscow Princedoms and Great Dukes. It 
rescued from rating of Altinordu in 1840. 

In 15th century it started to set relations with Ottoman Empire Fatih Sultan Mehmet Han (1451-1481) who 
gave an end to Byzantine Empire called as the state of East Rome by conquering Istanbul which was charged 
with making attacks with Russians every year instead of tax. 

The Russians, with the help of cardinal and priest groups sent by Pope started to be wake up against 
Turkish people. Russian Knezliks came together and the period of Czar began. The frightening Ivan was 
declared as the first Czars. So Russian Czars accepted themselves as heir of East Rome. 

Tsar Ivan who strengthened statecraft with the regulations in administrative and military field occupied the 
lands of Khanate of Kazan with the expeditions he went on and annexed Khanate of Astrakhan into Moscow in 
1556. Although he organized an expedition to the Crimean Khanate, he could not succeed. Subsequently, he 
entered Lithuanian lands by focusing on setting out to Baltic Sea. In this war in which Tsarist Russia and 
Sweden and Poland encountered, in the first instance Russia became successful but defeats suffered 
consecutively resulted in domestic upheaval. Hereupon, Tsar Ivan maintained a repressive policy and killed his 
adversaries cruelly. In the meantime, Russian economy took on the chin. 

After the death of Ivan, the terrible, domestic upheavals got started. Tsarist Russia was on the verge of 
decadence. A full power vacuum occurred by the involvement of Sweden and Poland in the events. The 
occupancy of Polish forces into Russia in 1610 propelled the public to resistance and Mikhail Fyodorovich 
from Romanov family was chosen as tsar. After a while, everything was put in a line. In spite of great territorial 
loss, peace settlement was concluded with Sweden (1617) and Poland (1618). In addition, Russia was kept 
outside of Thirty Years’ War which appalled the whole Europe. 

The first Ottoman-Russian War began with the Tsar army’s assault on the lands between the Crimean 
Khanate and Ukraine in 1677, 10 years after acquisition of Kiev in 1667. In the years 1677-1678 Ottoman 
Army defeated Russians and their helpers Polishes by going on Cihrin/Cehrin Expedition against Russia. Cihrin 
Castle was collapsed in order to prevent of nestling of Russians in the area again. Moscow delegates came to 
the Crimean Khanate for a request in January 1681 and they assured that they would not assault Ottoman and 
Crimean lands any more by swearing, concluding an agreement. The Crimean Khan succeeded in having first 
Ottoman-Russian Agreement named Bahcesaray Reconciliation concluded by persuading Merzifonlu Kara 
Mustafa Pasha who was making preparations for expedition in Edirne (February 11, 1681). 

The retreat because of several ideas and mistakes in the blockade of Vienna, the Centrum of the Austrian 
Empire, for the second time in 1683 provided a great opportunity that Russians expected. Russia participated in 
the Holy Alliance which Catholic states such as the Papacy-Austria-Venice-Poland expanded from 
Mediterranean to Baltic established to the disadvantage of Ottoman. During 13 years’ wars made with these 
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five Central Powers, Russian developed and consolidated with the efforts of Tsar Peter the Great (1682-1725). 
Peter the Great, who took the courage from the wars of the Central Powers with Ottoman State, assaulted the 
Azak Castle which is the shipment center of tanned furs which came from Siberia and were present at the 
junction of historical fur trade route into Black Sea, Mediterranean and Europe with a powerful army in the 
spring of 1695. Outnumbered Ottoman army in the Azak Castle survived for a long time by contesting 
heroically. Russian Navy came to the Azak Castle throughout Don/Ten River. Russians recaptured the Azak 
Castle which had weak river and sea fortifications. By the downfall of the Azak Castle, a window was opened 
to Russians in the Black Sea which was a Turkish lake. Because Kerc/Kers Port Castle which was in the strait 
of the Azak Sea opening to the Black Sea was under Ottoman dominion, it was interfering Russian Navy to 
stand out the Black Sea. 

After the Karlofca Agreement in 1699, Russia which could not envisage war against the Ottoman State 
reconciled the peace with Istanbul Agreement concluded in 1700. As a result of the agreement, the Azak Castle 
and its surrounding were left to Russians. 

Peter the Great, who could not get result from new alliance interference against Ottomans in the European 
tour that he went on in order to collect information in economic and cultural fields, decided to go towards the 
Baltic Sea instead of the Black Sea and got the famous Great Northern War against Sweden (1700-1721). 
Although Russians were defeated initially, with Poltava collision (1709), the war turned in the advantage of 
Russians. 

Meanwhile upon the invasion of Russian armies to Ottoman border, in the date of April 4, 1711 Ottoman 
State organized an expedition to Russia and two armies came across near Prut River. Russians were defeated 
(See Prut War). The Russian Army under Tsar Peter the Great were saved from extermination with the 
acceptance of agreement request. The Azak Castle and its surroundings were returned to Ottomans and the 
Russian castles in lower Ozi clan were destroyed. 

In the period of Anna, daughter of Peter the Great, Russians who took advantages of Venice-Austrian wars 
renewed Austrian-Russian alliance. Afterwards, the Russian army took the Ozi Castle on the west of the 
Crimean Peninsula and entered Crimea by benefitting from occurrence of Ottoman army in Austrian Front. 
Russians captured the Azak Castle on July 1, 1736 for the second time. The Azak War ceased with Belgrade 
Agreement on September 18, 1739. As a result of the agreement, the Azak Castle was destroyed, the Azak 
region kept as neutral ground and independent Kabartay country kept as buffer zone between two countries, 
Moscow people were banished from the Black Sea for last one time. 

In the period of Tsarina Catherine II (1762-1796), Ottoman arranged an expedition to Russia in order to 
prevent the settlement of Russia in Poland. The expedition had started because the Russian army had followed 
the families that escaped from Russian occupancy and cruelty, passed the Turkish border and sheltered 
Ottoman State and had blasted armless, blameless people in villages and towns encountered. With the decision 
of Imperial Council, an expedition was arranged to Russia. In February 1769, the armies of the Crimean Khan 
Giray Khan entered Southern Russia, defeated Russians and took more than 100,000 captives. However, 
developments were at the disadvantage of Ottoman State. This war which continued for five years and 
concluded with Kucukkaynarca Agreement dated July 21, 1774 resulted in loss of grounds of which 
townspeople are Muslim and Turk for the first time and snapping of the Crimean Khanate, respected as the 
northern castle of Anatolia for 300 years, Kuban and Bucak Tatars save for nominal independence. The Black 
Sea shores beginning from Azak, Yenikale, Kerc, and Kilburnu towns to Aksu-Turla left on Russia. 
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Consequently, Russians who killed more than 30,000 Turks from local people including women and children 
by occupying nominal independent Crimean Khanate in July 1783, officially dominated Crimea in January 
1784. Many Crimean people who writhed under Russian cruelty immigrated to Ottoman land. 

Ottoman State had held sixth campaign against Russia to save Crimea from occupation of Russians during 
sovereignty of Sultan Abdulhamid Khan I. The Russian Czarian Catherina II and Austria Emperor Josef II had 
make alliance to apply the Byzantium-Greek project and to divide the Ottoman State. Upon declaration of war 
of Austria against Ottoman State as ally of Russia, Ottoman soldiers were obliged to fight at two fronts. 
Ottoman State had sustained an heavy defeat caused by the Janissary having firearms. Firstly Belgrad got back 
by singing the Zistovi Peace with Austria in August 1791. The battle continuing against Russia ended by 
singing of Yash Treaty on January 9, 1792 and it was accepted that Crimea Khanate had entered completely 
under sovereignty of Russia. 

Russia had been alarmed by improvements and strengthening of Ottoman State by activities of Khan 
Selim III in all scopes. Czar Alexander I had encouraged Serbians being dependent on Ottoman to rebel, and 
destabilized Balkans with propaganda of being Slav. Serbians had been rebelled by encouragements of 
Russians. Belgrade as center of province fell in December 1806. Russians had got Bender and Hotin fortresses 
suddenly and occupied castles in Tuna delta. Then Ottoman State declared war against Russia on December 22, 
1806. Russian Army that departed from Tbilisi attacked to Kars Fortress by crossing Arpachay at the early July. 
Russian attack had been repulsed by self-sacrificing defense of Ottoman soldiers and people in Kars. Russians 
had withdrawn beyond Arpachay by giving many casualties. Russians attacked to Ahilkelek in summer of 1810 
and besieged Ahiska city since they could not got that fortress. They could not endure against Ottoman 
resistance and epidemic invasion and then withdrew to Tbilisi in 1811. In same year, they attacked for third 
time and got Ahilkelek fortress. Upon the Napoleon Bonapart that invaded Germany campaigned against 
Moscow at the same time, Ottoman-Russian war has been finished by treaty signed in Bucharest on May 28, 
1812 by demand of Russians. By Bucharest Treaty, north Moldova was left to Russians, and South Moldova 
was left to Ottoman State. Administrative autonomy has been acknowledged for Serbia on condition that 
Ottoman Soldiers are in its fortresses. 

Russia seized some important points such as Sahalin and Kuril Island and Amur River Valley in Far East 
with the pacts signed with China and Japan. Russia supported China at the China-Japan conflict about Korea. 
The conflict with Japan turned into war when Russian troops occupied Manchuria during the Boxer   
Rebellion in 1990. Russian-Japan war started in February 1904 with the sudden attack of Japan troops to the 
Russian Navy Forces in Port Arthur while the meetings were going on in order to stop the development war. In 
addition to a series of debates, revolutionary actions in the country forced Czar Nikolay II to peace (5 
September 1905). 

Strike of railway workers, started in February 1905, spread all over the country and turned into a general 
strike and revolutionary actions reached its top level with the establishment of Petersburg Soviet. Nikolay II, 
under these negative circumstances, gave out a notice promising that a legal constitution and an elected council 
are to be established. After a period of time, labour movement was lessened slowly. After the elections in April 
1996, liberal and left oppositions gained majority in the council. That first council, wishing major changes, was 
abolished when it opposed to the Czar in two months. The second selected council lived three months. The 
third and fourth councils in which villagers and minority were not permitted to vote, supported the Tsardom 
policies in general. 
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Russian, finishing the war against Japan in Far East, started to struggle with Austria in order to gain power 
in Balkans after 1906. That caused Russia to join World War I on the side of France and England. After a period 
of time, with the joining of Ottoman Empire to the war as an ally of Germany and Austria, Russia had to start a 
new front in Caucasian. Moreover, she lost the transportation advantages from the channels—Bosphorus and 
Dardanelles. Having intense lack of weapon and ammunition, Russian troops got consecutive defeats in West. 

Destruction caused by the war spread out the wish of having a government based on the reliance of public 
in the press and council. The strike, started at the beginning of March 1917 in Moscow, turned to the revolution 
known as February Revolution with the support of army and lieutenants. A temporary government established 
with the leadership of Prince Lvov. Tsardom regime finished with the withdraw of Czar Nikolay, whose troops 
sieged in Pskov, from the throne on 15 March 1917. 

Communist revolution started on 7 October 1917. Communists with the leadership of Vladimir Ilyic Lenin 
started the communist regime with abolishing the elected council. 

Lenin made some contacts with Germany in order to calm down the situation despite the objection of the 
Allies. In spite of the objections of Bolsheviks and socialist revolutionaries, he signed the Brest-Litovsk Pact 
which is based on the withdraw of Russian troops from Baltic Region, Poland, Ukraine, and Caucasians. 

After the pact, efforts of Bolsheviks to settle Soviet power caused civil war started in May 1918. Red 
Army, the troops to which was belonged communists started a struggle against the White Army, the troops of 
others. The hostile and harsh policy of White Army, which was more powerful than Red Army, to the villagers 
and non-Russian communities, resulted with the defeat of White Army. Thanks to the victories of Red Army, 
Ukraine, Belarus, Georgia, Armenia, and Azerbaijan accepted the domination of Russia. Moreover, Estonia, 
Latvia, Lithonia, established with the defeat of Germany, continued to exist with the help of Allies. After the 
Russian-Poland war started with a border problem, the Red Army was defeated and much of the Ukraine and 
Belarus became the land of Poland with the Riga Pact (March 1921). 

During the civil war, nearly two million people left their hometowns and a large number of people died. 
After seizing the government, communists got rid of the opposition party, the only party of Russia. After the 
World War I, during the years of Turkish Independence War, Turkish-Soviet Friendship Pact was signed with 
the Turkish Grand National Assembly in March 1921 in Moscow. According to the Moscow Pact, Batum 
became the land of Georgia belonging to the Russia and Arpachay River in the East of Kars became the border. 

Known with the brutality and cruelty even to his own community, Lenin killed millions of people. He 
worked hard to spread lack of God faith. Joseph Stalin continued after his death. Both Turks and his own 
people suffered too much from Stalin. He killed more than 50 million people, much more than Lenin. He forced 
the public to adore him. Because of those two leaders, the country became a slavery camp with full of shame. 

Despite the pact pointing out not attacking each other among Russia and Germany signed in 1939, Nazis 
attacked to Russia and seized Leningrad. After the long period of occupancy, Germany troops could not bear 
the cold winter conditions and they were defeated. Two years later, Russian troops sent Germans away from 
East Europe and Balkans. The support of England and America has a great impact on the victory of Russia in 
World War II. 

After the death of Stalin, Moscow, governed by Krushchev, strengthened the control with the pressure 
made on Polonaises and Hungarians. Leonid Brejnev took control after Krushchev in 1964. Seeing the liberal 
actions of Czechoslovakia government, Russian troops seized Czechoslovakia in 1965 as done in Hungary. 
Millions of people died with the tank pallets enrolling on them. 
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Russia, with the dream of getting the control of the world, caused civil wars in some countries and 
established communist organizations in all over the world while threatening the world peace. Russia seized 
Afghanistan benefiting from the inner problems of the country but well equipped Russian Army proved great 
casualties and could not be successful. 

Gorbachov started the glastnost (transparency) and prestronika (renewing) policy in 1985. The first 
multiparty election is implemented with the participation of 15 republics that constitute the country. On 17 
March 1991 referendum, 77% of the electors accepted Russian Federation. 

Moscow, the Capital 
However the capital Moscow has been set up (founded) in 1147, there are some findings about older 

settlements that have lived in the city since neolitic age. The Kremlin’s red square which has 20 towers and red 
thick forts in one side is the center of the city. There is a hidden escaping tunnel in Sobakina Tower which has 
been built for resisting from surroundings. Tainitskaya Tower that can be translated as “Mistry Tower” includes 
an underwater passage through the river. 

Trinity Enterance is the highest (tallest) tower. Water-Hoist Tower provides water to Kremlin. Nabatnaya 
Tower has an alarm bell that rings in a danger. The three of the oldest Russian icons are standing in Uspensky 
Cathedral which has been built by Aristotle Fiorovanti in Kremlin. The czars have been crowned in this 
Cathedral and the throne of the Ivan Terrible (Ivan Grozni) stays in the enterence. Beside this Cathedral, there 
are Big Kremlin Palace which has been built in 14th century and the golden domed bell tower of Great Ivan in 
Kremlin. 

St. Basil Cathedral (1555-1560) is located at the end of the square and very famous with its shining 
colored domes. According to the story: Terrific Ivan has been such effected by the beauty of the dome that he 
has blinded the architect so he could never build a similiar one like that any more. Spassky Enterence is the 
original (real) enterance of Kremlin which has been built by Pietro Antonio Solario in 1491 opposite to St 
Basil. 

Blagoveshchensky Cathedral has been built for Ivan III. The decoration of this Cathedral is marvelous 
with its coper dome up to its floor cover. Inside of it, there are frescos belonging to 16th century, and rare icon 
collections. Kazan Cathedral has been restored and devoted again. The history of the walls of Faceted Chamber 
goes to 15th century. Unfortunately, Chamber is not opened to public. 

The Government History Museum is in Red Square. Altough it is being discussed to dive up mummied 
corpse of Lenin, his monumental tomb is opened in certain days for visitors. But beside this, the change of the 
bodyguards and rituels has been abloshed in 1993. Tverskaya street is one of the important shopping streets in 
red square. Arbat street is the main street that bohemians use (go) traditionaly. Today it has become a road for 
only pedestreians with the street shows, crafts, and art shops. 

The area that is known as Kitai-Gorod is in the west part of Kremlin and it is very important with its 
churchs from 16-17th centruy especially Sign Cathedral with five domed and surprising acustic characteristics. 
Also the wonderfull British Country House belonging to same century stands in this area and it is a sign of 
being a diplomatic and trade center in the past. 

Romanov Apartments nearby the area are now museums. Zayazuie is an atteractive and a calm place in 
which there are handsome worker figures. The famous Bolshoi Opera and Balet theater (playhouse) in the 
world has been here since 1824 and inside of it has been painted with red and golden yellow colors. 
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Moscow University’s new campus is located on Vorobyevi hills in the south west side of the city (The old 
building of University next to Kremlin). The watchtower in the park in front of the University has magnificient 
views of the city and wide Luzhinki Stadium. In Novodevichy Monastery which is near to Sportinavya Station 
the old and rare Russian work of arts are being displayed and the best examples of the 16-17th century’s 
architecture can be seen. The big mansions in Ostozenska and Prechistenka streets remind the places where the 
famous Rusian writers like Tolstoy lived. The dancer Isadora Duncan had shared millnioare Ushkov’s classical 
style arranged studio in Prechistenka street with her poet husband Sergei Yesenin. Herzen street is one of the 
oldest streets in Moscow. 

The area around the Kuznetsky, Most, and Petrovka streets is a cultural activity center with its famous 
theatres, shops, and bussiness centers. KGB museum in baleful Lubyanka Building is among the famous, new 
but horroable attractive locations. Essentially a well protected area Zamoskverechye is a trade and tradesman 
part in the city. Most of the churchs, the wholesale stores, shops, and the houses are trying to stay alive. Also 
Tretyakov Galery in which famous Rusian works and great icon collections icluding the Trinity icon made by 
Avdrei Rublyov are being exhibited, is placed in this area. 

Other interesting places are Pushkin fine arts museum where different collections are exhibited, Moscow 
circus with animal shows, clowns, and new thecnical displays, Izmailovo park with a view of elegant Tsaritsino 
which was before in czar’s possesion and Economical Sucess Exhibiton where the Russian daily life like 
agriculture, industry, culture, and science are being displayed in a wide place in northwest side of the city. 

In this area there are zoo, circus, ski and ice skate. Nearby, Ostankino TV Tower with a turning restaraunt 
on the top is the highest tower in Europ. Space Conquerer Monument that represents the rocket following the 
course is a charecteristic feature of this area. Also Serf Art museum is souvenior from the past. 

Tourists choose travilling with subway(metro) as it is cheaper and easier way to visit the city. Most of the 
stations are decorated magnificiently with marbles, gleaming chandeliers, and work of arts. To go on a boat 
tour on Moscow river may be a good way to discover the city. The excursions starts from Kutuzovskaya Pier 
which has an enterence from Kutuzovskaya subway. The river has a beautiful view of White Palace, 1991 
magnificent surrounding scene and all the ones that have been mentioned above. 

The last Duma election was held in december 2003. Vladimir Putin, who was in charge from attorney after 
Boris Yeltsin resigned, changed the day of presidential election date from June 2000 to March 2000. According 
to official government statistics committee’s data in 2000, there is 109,372,046 electors in Russian Federation. 

The regime of Russian Federation had a communist dictatorial regime before the Soviet Union fell. After 
the Soviet Union fell, Russian Federation has become a country that has parliamentarian regime with 
multiparties and a president. The president is elected for five years period. He is also the commander in chief 
and the president of Security Council. He has the power to annul the assembly. An assembly has 450 senators. 
Half of the senators are elected by half area election and the other half are elected from lists of parties by 
comperative election. 

Also there is a Federation Council with 178 members that consists two representatives apiece of 89 
regions that form the Russian Federation. Federation Council can not be annuled by the president. Council 
approves the laws approved by assembly and president’s decisions related to authoritarianism law. 

The government structure. Russian Federation is a republic since 1991. Vladimir Putin is the head of the 
government and the prime minister since 1999. Putin is also the president since Boris Yeltsin is retired in 
december 1999. 
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Russia’s national day is their Independence Day. Federal holidays: 
 January 1—New Year’s 
 January 7—Christmas (Ortodox) 
 March 8—International Women’s Day 
 May 1—International Labor Day 
 May 2—Spring Day 
 May 9—Victory Day 
 June 12—Russia Independence Day 
 November 7—Revolution Day 
 December 12—Constitution Day 

If the official holidays are on weekends, they generally announce the Fridays and Mondays as holidays too. 
Russian assembly is composed of two branches: Federal Council and State Duma. And 178 members of the 
Federal Council are elected from the administrator’s of Russian Federation’s 89 administrative units. Half of 
the members of State Duma are elected by national party lists and the other half from regions. Duma has 40 
members. Yedintsva Party has the majority in the assembly. Members of Supreme Court are appointed by the 
Federation Council on the recommendation of the president. It is the same procedure for all other high federal 
courts too. Putin who is in charge now is not a representative of any party. 

But Yedintsvo Party is one of the biggest parties of assembly known as a supporter of Putin. Because of 
the evolution of politics in Russia, it is hard to say that pressure groups have an functional commission. There 
are two groups that may have a pressure on authority: visual and written media that are controlled by bankers; 
and big energy companies like Gazprom or Lukoil. 

Opposition in Russia: Politic parties and their leaders. There has been a big increase in the number of 
parties in early 1990s. Because of the numbers of their members and the votes they got in elections we could 
say the main of parties of the countries are: 

 Communist Party of the Russian Federation (Gennadiy Andreyevich ZYUGANOV), 
 Yedintsvo Party (Sergey SHOYGU), 
 Liberal Democratic Party (Vladimir Volfovich JIRINOVSKI), 
 Fatherland—All Russia (Yevgeni PRIMAKOV), 
 Yabloko (Grigoriy Alekseyevich YAVLINSKIY). 

Russian Economy 
The economy of Russian Federation bases upon agriculture, industry, forestry, and animal husbandry. Russia 

and other former Soviet republics, established after the collapse of Soviet Union, experience a great economic crisis. 
Agriculture: At first glance, Broad Soviet territories seem like an advantage for the country. But on the 

contrary, this situation and in addition to it, extreme climatic conditions and lack of fertile lands are serious 
problems of the country. Fertile lands are very rare in Russia. Fertile lands in northern regions recieve rain, but 
wet season lasts very short. For this reason the economy of Russia is weaker than the US economy and depends 
on America in some fields. 

Only approximately 10% of the Soviet territories is eligible for agriculture. Existing cultivated areas, 
meadows, pastures, and gardens of fruit and vegetables cover only 27% of the land of country. Primary fertile 
land of the country takes place in the middle of the country and can be defined as “Fertile Tangle”. At the 
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bottom of this tangle St. Peterburg-Odessa line takes place and Altai Mountains constitute the climax of it. 
There are some small areas also in Siberia. Primary agricultural products are barley, rye, wheat, sugar beet, 
potato, and sunflower. 

Industry: Russian Federation is among the countries with a developed industry. Steel, machinery, machine 
tools, cement, paper, chemical materials, and automotive industry are the primary industrial fields. Mineral 
resources are mainly the reason of this industrial development. Russia holds 40% of world’s iron reserve. In 
addition to this, rich coalfields and potassic salt deposits are also available. Heavy industry is developed in 
areas where iron and coal reserves are common, rather than industrial centers. Following the collapse of Soviet 
Union, Russian Federation established commercial relations with other former Soviet republics and the whole 
world. Fur industry is also very developed in the country. Fur exportation including Persian Lamb (broadtail) is 
of great importance. Especially zibeline and mink furs are preferred. 

Forestry: There are pine, fir, and oak forests in European Russia and cedar, black pine, and fir forests in 
Asian Russia. Forestry is a significant part of the economy. Approximately 20% of world’s lumber production 
is carried out by Russian Federation. More than 80% of lumber reserve is obtained from Siberia. 

Animal husbandry: Animal husbandry is an important source of income in Russia. Stock-breeding is very 
common in natural meadows. In European Russia and in a part of Western Siberia dairying is especially 
developed. Sheep and goat farming and poultry are also very common. 

Fishery: Russian Federation has large fishing fleets because of its coasts on Atlantic and Pacific Ocean. 
Although fishery in Black Sea, and in lakes such as Aral and Caspian Sea is of importance, the best caviar is 
obtained from the sturgeon fished in Caspian Sea. A large amount of the annual fish comes from the seas of 
North and Far East. Russia ranks second in the world after Japan in terms of whale hunting. 

Transportation: Transportation network is very developed. Railway Access is more common than the road 
haulage. Line distances in railway are larger than universal standards. Russian Airways (Aeroflot) owns the 
largest transportation network of the world. Neverthless international flights outweigh domestic flights. 
Maritime transportation is also very developed. 

According to the data dated 1 January 2000, in Russia GNP is 332.5 billion dollars, National Income Per 
Capita is 2,270 dollars. The economic growth rate is: 5.80%, Currency is Ruble and Exchange Rates: 1 US 
dollar = 27.5 ruble in Russia. 

Agricultural production, cultivation, processed cereal 41.9; sugar beet 10.0; sunflower seed 2.5; flax (a 
thousand tone) 30; potato 2.2; vegetables 1.8, meat 4.703; milk 16.9 ; egg 22.5 bilion; wool 20 animal (in terms 
of million, as of the beginning of years) cattle 28.5; sheep and goat 15.6; pig 17.2. All of the main minerals in 
Russia, ferrous and non ferrous metals, coal are mined. Russian industry covers arms industry, aircraft industry, 
shipbuilding industry, aerospace industry, agricultural machines production, telecommunication and 
transportation vehicles, medical and scientific equipments, food, household appliances, textile and handicrafts. 
Annual electricity production is estimated to be avaragely 771,947 billion kWh (1998). Electricity consumption 
is 702,711 kWh (1998). Distribution of Economy by Sectors is: 

 Agriculture 8.4%, 
 Industrial Sector 38.5%, 
 Services 53.1%. 

Foreign Capital Ratio is: 
 USA 36%, 
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 Cyprus 21%, 
 Germany 8%, 
 Great Britain 6%, 
 Netherlands 5%, 
 Switzerland 2%, 
 Finland 2%, 
 Sweden 2%, 
 Austria 1%, 
 France 1%, 
 Italy 1%, 
 Japan 1%. 

Unemployment rate is 12.4% as of 1999. But it is claimed that hidden unemployment rate is much more 
than the estimations. Exportation is 75.4 billion dollars as of 1999 and export products consist of oil and oil 
products, natural gas, lumber and lumber by-products, metals, chemical materials, arms etc. The list of export 
partners of Russia consists of: Ukrain, Germany, USA, Belarus, China, and other European countries and 
developing countries. Importation is 48.2 billion dollars according to the 1999 data. Russia’s import partners 
include: Germany, Belarus, Ukrain, USA, Kazakhistan, Italy, Japan, and some of underdeveloped countries. 
Import products include: Machines and some equipments, consumer materials, medicine and medical materials, 
meat, wheat, and sugar. 

The sum total of their external debts amount to $164,851 billion. It is the member of major international 
organizations which are UN, UN Security Council, CIS, and OSCE. Russia, on the other hand, is a member of 
many global, regional economic, and social organizations or possesses different statues such as observer 
membership. Number of telephone subscribers: 22,400,000 (43 families out of 100); number of mobile phone 
subscribers: 645,000; TV stations: 7,306; Number of TVs: 60.5 million; Radio Stations: AM 420, FM 447, 
short-wave 56; number of radios: the number of radios that was 61.5 millions by 1997 were estimated to have 
reached 74.3 millions at the end of the century. Railways: 148,000 kms; Highways: 916,000 kms; Crude oil 
pipelines: 47,000 kms; Petroleum products pipelines: 15,000 kms; Natural gas pipelines: 152,000 kms, as 
estimated. It is ambiguous whether the Russian monopolies can afford a capital outflow at the level to compete 
with the United States on a global scale. 

However, what is clear is the fact that the biggest handicap of Russian imperialism against its greatest rival, 
the United States, is its economical impotency. The “clique battle” that stil exists among the Russian 
goventment bodies and is occasionally reflected in the public opinion in externalized forms stands as one of the 
most critical drawbacks in front of the pursuit of political stability. Those which happened in the first six 
months of Putin government are the proof that illegalities didn’t cease in Putin’s period as well. Such cases 
darken the horizon of the new tendency of Russian imperialism, increasing the political instability. 

Furthermore, it is ascertained by feedback manner that Russia and any other countries carry out 
democratic reform packets inside and outside. This specialty is very often seen in the weakened governments. 

International terror, organized crime syndicates, separatist group members and creating ways to fight 
against these are the problems that appear in governments like Russia or of that ilk. 

Therefore, Russia not only protects its own national interests but the interests and safety of the Global 
Order, building up its statism, independency and territorial integrity; yet it is different in the Middle East, as the 
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concept of democracy and its branches which is considered to be very significant throughout the world has 
been widely disseminated. 

Conclusion 
It seems that countries in the present age need institution of diplomacy more than ever before. Today we 

live in a world which is quite different from the world in which use of power during international relations is 
counted as a natural right and a justified implementation of diplomacy. Since the countries cannot dare to call 
upon war in every dispute they have with their friends or enemies, they largely prefer to use diplomacy method. 
Now our world is at a climax. There is world peace on one hand and the threat of getting annihilated on the 
other hand. Destiny of all the people throughout the world has been bound to each other in an inseparable 
manner and having a better world can only be possible with employing mutual cooperation instead of having 
conflicts in between. A major way to build-up this cooperation is all the nations’ and governments’ realizing 
the institution of diplomacy and mechanisms for establishing Foreign Policies. 

Foreign Policies and Foreign Policy establishing mechanisms of Russian Federation, with both its acreage, 
giant economy in international arena, economical power and considerable political influence which is a very 
important country in the modern world that tends to globalize rapidly day by day, draw the attention of all the 
people making researches on Foreign Politics. Main subjects closely associated with Russia and also with 
everybody in the lights of events that shaped Russia’s foreign policy such as what changed until the present day 
after Putin took over leadership seat from Yeltsin in Russia, how Russia developed, what kind of major events 
occurred in world politics are being examined. Formation process of the new foreign policy in Russia during 
Putin period is being examined. What kind of important changes Soviet Russia, which had different foreign 
policies and different policy determining mechanisms and stages in the past, has confronted after its transformation 
into Russian Federation of the present day and with what kind of innovations does it shape relevant formations? 
Answers for this question and so on are tried to be given here. Primary objective of this study is to investigate 
prior information about geostrategic and geopolitical location of Russia. In the following sections former 
presidents of Russia, their brief personal histories and memories are given. Also a research on present political 
regime in Russia, Putin’s identity as a president in comparison with other Russian presidents, Russia’s reaction 
to current events such as Iraq war and relevant Foreign Policy it has established, has been included here. 

Empire of Britain and other imperialist powers in classical diplomacy periods of 18th and 19th centuries 
owe their expansion to the abilities of their bankers and entrepreneurs as well as their armed forces. For 
example, in addition to USA, which is a political-military super force, foreign policies of countries like 
England and France depends on managing the mutual interaction of political-economical factors in a balanced 
manner. On the other hand, even today, Japan and Germany are still trying to outmanoeuvre other nations by 
means of economical power. Although small scaled EU countries like Belgium and Holland bring subjects such 
as international law and human rights into prominence in their foreign politics time by time, economical 
interests are the primary factor in foreign politics. Countries such as Singapore and Hong Kong, existence of 
which are dependent upon foreign economical relations, can be given as extreme examples in these terms. 
Foreign policies in such countries have totally identified with foreign economic relations. 

On the other hand, in the countries with authoritarian regimes or in which democracy has not settled down 
yet, economic interests or even minimum economic needs of the society can be sacrificed for “allegedly 
political” justifications which mostly depend on populist-nationalist discourses. 
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